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Abstract— Providing quality of service (QoS) into the net-

works based on the packet switched technologies, as ATM

and IP, is currently the challenge for the military communi-

cation system designers. The main element for achieving QoS

capabilities is to implement effective admission control (AC)

function, which regulates the volume of submitted traffic to

the network. The traditional approach for the AC is that it

is invoked by each call requesting QoS. As a consequence, the

call set-up latency is increasing and, in addition, the signal-

ing traffic in the network is growing. This paper proposes

a simple AC method that is based on the online traffic load

measurements and assumes that the AC is involved only when

the load exceeds a predefined threshold. As a consequence,

for most of the connections the AC is not necessary to be exe-

cuted and this causes lower set-up phase duration and limits

the volume of signaling traffic. The numerical results showing

effectiveness of the approach are included and compared with

traditional AC performing.
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1. Introduction

The evolution scenario of military networks assumes that

the packet switched networks, based on ATM/IP technolo-

gies, will substitute the existing circuits switched networks.

Notice, that in the most of the NATO countries this process

was finished or is currently running. Let us remark that

packet networks designed for the military should provide

quality of service (QoS) capabilities for the packet transmis-

sion level since some information needs to be transmitted as

urgent or very urgent. So, we can not rather use the best ef-

fort service only as it is available in today’s public Internet.

The QoS requirements coming from the military applica-

tions are mainly referring to the timely context delivery and

real time transmission capabilities for such applications as

voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), videoconference, radar

data, etc.

One can distinguish between two methods for providing

QoS capabilities into the packet switched networks. The

more complex approach is to implement in the network ad-

ditional QoS mechanisms working on different time scale,

like traffic control mechanisms at the packet level (classi-

fiers, schedulers, markers, etc.), traffic control mechanism

at the call level – admission control (AC) as well as ade-

quate QoS routing procedures. It is worth to mention that

these mechanisms could be collected in the form of appro-

priate QoS architecture as differentiated services (DiffServ)

architecture [1]. The second approach is to keep the net-

work in the over-provisioned state. Anyway, such approach

that can be effective in the public core IP-based networks

is not appropriate to be applied in the military, especially

on the tactical level, where we face with the radio or radio-

relay links with limited capacity. As a consequence, the

more attractive solution for providing QoS in the military

IP-based networks is to follow the approach with engaging

traffic control mechanisms, where the AC function plays

a key role.

The traditional approach for the AC is that it is invoked

by each call requesting QoS. As a consequence, the call

set-up latency is increasing and, in addition, the signaling

traffic in the network is growing. In order to overcome

this problem, in this paper we propose and evaluate a new

strategy for performing in an effective way AC function,

targeted to limit invocation of the AC but keeping QoS

capabilities. The discussed approach, named as AC with

threshold (AC-T), is based on the online traffic load mea-

surements. It assumes that the AC is invoked only when

the traffic load exceeds a predefined threshold.

2. Proposed AC-T method

The strategy based on the invocation of AC each time when

new call is submitted to the system is the most popular so-

lution for achieving QoS guarantees in the network. Let

us recall that the AC makes the decision about admis-

sion/rejection of new call on the basis of the traffic decla-

rations and the current traffic load. Anyway, when decision

is to accept, the network guarantees that the packet transfer

characteristics will satisfy the QoS objectives as assumed

for the AC. This strategy is typical for QoS networks.

The call request includes QoS needs coming from the

user application, e.g., requested bandwidth, accepted packet

losses, etc. The appropriate network control entities hold

current status of the network resources and give the nec-

essary information for making AC decision. The available

resources are computed accordingly to the predefined QoS

objectives. For example, QoS objectives for voice traffic are

target values of maximum delay, maximum delay variation

and packet loss ratio.

In the simplest case, when the provisioning of resources

is based using static bandwidth allocation, the call request

is accepted if the sum of currently used bandwidth and

the bandwidth needed for new connection does not exceed
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the bandwidth allocated for QoS traffic. For instance, the

AC algorithm may work accordingly to the formula:

Bwnew +
N

∑
i=1

Bwi ≤C , (1)

where:

N – number of running connection,

Bwnew – bandwidth requested for a new connection,

Bw j – bandwidth used by ith connection, i = 1, . . . , N.

The acceptance decision is made only when formula (1) is

satisfied. It should be noticed that this formula is executed

each time when new call is submitted to the system and

this causes that delay appears in setting the connection,

even when the traffic is low.

The investigated in the paper approach assumes that for

new calls we invoke the AC depending on the current traffic

load. The proposed mechanism is based on the following

principles (see Fig. 1):

• All requests are accepted when current load (or

other specified but representative parameter) is be-

low a given threshold, say thr1.

• Acceptance of new call demands AC decision when

load carried by the link exceeds the threshold thr1.

• The invocation of AC is again stopped when the load

decreases to a given threshold, say thr2 (thr1 ≥ thr2).

Similar mechanism as above was proposed in [2, 3], for

handling TCP flows by implicit AC.

Fig. 1. Areas when the AC function is invoked.

In AC-T strategy, AC function is executed when current

load – for simplicity, represented by the number of running

connections N – exceeds predefined threshold trsh1. In this

case, a new connection is admitted only if:

(N +1) ≤ Nmax , (2)

where:

N – number of running connections,

Nmax – maximum number of simultaneous connections

allowed by the AC.

Assuming that each call requests the effective band-

width R (homogenous traffic sources case) the Nmax is

calculated as:

Nmax =
C

R
, (3)

where:

C – the link capacity.

3. Disadvantages of AC-T

We assume that in proposed approach the AC decision is

based on information gathered from measurements. The

usual problem of such approach is that accuracy of per-

forming AC strictly depends on credibility of measurement

process. In real networks the data for AC function are pro-

vided by measurement subsystem after some delay, always

greater than zero. Let us name this measurement delay

as D. It is likely that in time interval D, there may be

a number of connections accepted violating link capacity

Eq. (1) or a connection with large bandwidth request may

be admitted, consuming or exceeding remaining capacity

Eq. (2). So the probability of exceeding link limit Nmax is

non-zero:

Pr
{

N > Nmax

}

≤ ε ; ε ≥ 0 . (4)

The objective of AC-T performing is to keep as close

to 0 as possible. The best quality is offered to a user if

ε = 0. This state may be reached when there is no mea-

surement delay, i.e., D = 0. In proposed approaches, where

we assume that D is non-zero, the degradation of QoS is

expected, as depicted in Fig. 2. The shadowed region cor-

Fig. 2. The impact of measurement delay D on performance of

AC function.

responds to expected deterioration of running connections

quality, e.g., increase of packet losses or packet transfer

delay.
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4. Simulation model

Let us consider a simple queuing system with single server

of capacity C and infinite buffer B. The traffic submitted to

this system may come from a number of users each of them

requesting specified link bit rates. Assuming that each con-

nection requests bit rate equal to its effective bandwidth R

(homogenous case), we get simulation model with Nmax

available channels each of R bitrate as depicted in Fig. 3,

where Nmax is calculated, e.g., from Eq. (3).

Fig. 3. Simulation model of the link with capacity of Nmax

connections.

The impact of measurements on AC decision were simu-

lated by introducing the delay parameter D in the simulator.

As pointed in the previous section, this parameter reflects

the time after which the information about current link load

is available for AC function.

5. Effectiveness criteria

Three parameters were taken into account for making an

evaluation of the discussed approach for performing AC-T.

Accepted call ratio (ACR), defined as a ratio of calls ac-

cepted by AC to the total number of submitted calls:

ACR =
accepted calls

call attempts
. (5)

Let us remark that the ACR is strictly related to the ratio

of successfully completed calls, if we do not consider the

number of unfinished calls at the end of the observation

time interval.

Now, let us define the QoS experienced by the user as a per-

centage of connection time when QoS degradation is ob-

served. Mostly, this happens when the number of running

connections is greater than Nmax and, as a consequence,

the offered load is greater than the link capacity. Thus we

introduce two next parameters for characterising the QoS

degradation level: degradation time ratio and cumulative

degradation time ratio.

Degradation time ratio (DTR) corresponds to the obser-

vation of a single connection duration time tC and repre-

sents the part of tC when we have more than Nmax running

connections in the system (jointly with the connection in

question). In general, the Nmax may be exceeded several

times during connection time tC (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Time intervals when QoS of the connection is degraded.

Thus, for the jth connection, the DTR is calculated as a sum

of all time intervals when N > Nmax, limited for jth con-

nection duration time tC j:

DT R j =

∑
k

tDk

tC j

; k = 1, 2, . . . (6)

where:

tDk – kth time interval of jth connection when the num-

ber of admitted connections is greater than Nmax.

Notice that if degradation time is equal or greater than

connection duration time then DTR becomes 1.

Cumulative degradation time ratio (CDTR) is defined as

the ratio of time when capacity limit Nmax is exceeded to

the total time of observation:

tN>Nmax

T
, (7)

where:

tN>Nmax
– time interval when in the system there are

more than Nmax running connections,

T – time of observation.

The same effectiveness metric as above was proposed in,

e.g., [4].

6. Numerical results

In this section we present the exemplary numerical results

showing the performance evaluation of the proposed strat-

egy and compare it with the traditional admission con-

trol strategy, named AC. The simulation tests were carried
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under assumption of Poissonian calls arrival process with

rate varied from 50 to 120 calls/s and exponential service

time distribution normalised to 1. All calls required the

same bandwidth, so the link capacity could be expressed

by the maximum number of simultaneously running con-

nections (see Eq. (3)). The capacity allocated for both of

strategies was the same. The rest of parameters were set as

follows:

– link capacity allocated Nmax 100 connections,

– thresholds trsh1 = trsh2 = trsh,

– measurement delay D = 0.1; 1; 5 s.

At first, the comparison of accepted calls ratio versus load

was performed. The numerical results of the test are shown

in Figs. 5 and 6. The accepted calls ratio differs depending

on the chosen strategy. For AC-T the resulting ACR factor

is approximately the same as we can get from AC. The

reason is that AC-T strategy uses accurate information about

link load, when the link utilisation exceeds threshold trsh,

here 0.8 of link capacity.

Fig. 5. Accepted calls ratio versus load for trsh = 0.8 and D = 5 s.

Fig. 6. Accepted calls ratio versus load for trsh = 0.8 and

D = 0.1 s.

Figures 7 and 8 show the impact of threshold value on

efficiency of proposed strategies. Notice that for AC-T

the ACR is close to the received values for accurate

AC strategy (see Fig. 7). For more accurate measurements,

i.e., smaller D, the resulting ACR for AC-T is very close

to the reference values (see Fig. 8). Comparing Figs. 7

and 8 we can see that there are more admitted connections

when D increases but with less respect to available link

capacity.

Fig. 7. Accepted calls ratio versus threshold for ρ = 1.2 and

D = 5 s.

Fig. 8. Accepted calls ratio versus threshold for ρ = 1.2 and

D = 0.1 s.

Fig. 9. Cumulative degradation time ratio versus load for

trsh = 0.8 and D = 5 s (note: no events were observed for AC).
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Next, the evaluation of CDTR was performed. As we could

expect, CDTR parameter is affected by the accuracy of mea-

surements. The simulation results for inaccurate measure-

ments are depicted in Fig. 9. The resulting CDTR is rel-

atively high, but the degradation ratio improves to 10−3

when link load exceeds threshold set to trsh = 0.8, i.e., the

precise AC function is triggered. Note, that degradation

concerns all running connections.

In the case of more accurate measurements, for D = 0.1 s,

we observe negligible degradation level, that is less

than 10−7 (not shown in the figure).

7. Conclusions

The paper presented and evaluated the approach to facili-

tate AC function in packet switched networks. It appears

that we do not need to invoke the AC each time new call

is submitted and we are able to provide QoS guarantees

at the assumed level. The effectiveness of proposed AC-T

algorithm was evaluated by simulations and compared with

hypothetical, accurate AC algorithm, working according

to M/M/N/N model.

Anyway, for effective implementation of the strategy AC-T

we need to assure that the measurement delay is not too

large. The sensitivity of proposed strategies on measure-

ments accuracy can be seen as a trade-off to expected de-

crease of signaling overhead.

In further work we focus on developing the rule to assign

proper threshold values, which seems as a way to manage

the measurement issues.
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